
Mayor and Members of Council 

January 13, 2021 

20 Rousseaux Street, Ancaster L9G 2WS 

We bring to your attention and ask you take immediate steps to remedy a serious breakdown in 

governance at the City that strikes at the heart of trust and confidence. 

The matter relates to rezoning and Official Plan amendments at 15 Church Street in Ancaster (PED20205}. 

This letter deals solely with the process, not the merits of the application. 

We ask Council to withhold approval of bylaw/official plan recommendations by the Planning 

Committee pending a full review as they are based on a Staff Report we believe may have material 

errors and omissions. 

We realize all members of the Planning Committee sit on Council. I ask that you step back from that role, 

and consider the ramifications of admitting documents with obvious errors to a statutory decision making 

process. 

LPAT: Further, we recognize appealing to LPAT is the usual solution. Is it fair to put the cost and effort of 

LPAT on the backs of citizens when one of the reasons for an appeal is errors in a City document? No one 

can predict LPAT, but it seems to us a decision based on a Staff Report with material errors in it is unlikely 

to be upheld. 

The Entire Process Rests on Staff Reports: City Councillors are seldom subject matter experts in the 

items that come before them. Decisions are made almost exclusively on recommendations that come 

from staff, and these documents are usually provided only days before a meeting. They have to be 

accepted at face value. Citizens rely even more on staff reports as the maze of Bylaws, Official Plans, and 

Secondary Plans is very complex. Again, it is a matter of days from seeing a Staff Report and a meeting. 

There is no meaningful public input to planning decisions with the procedures used, and that places even 

more emphasis on valid information and assumptions in staff reports 

It is a basic principle reports must be accurate, complete, balanced, transparent. We regret to say this 

particular report seems to miss these standards. 
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